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Keith Urban, Even The Stars Fall For You
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D  A  Em  G,
Hey

(Verse)
D                  A
I couldn&#146;t bring myself to take you home
Em           G               D
 I&#146;ve got you out here all alone
         A                  Em
And even this old truck of mine
G                   D
 Still right here tonight

(Verse)
D          A                Em
Yeah those fireflies in the field
           G              D
They gotta know the way I feel
        A            Em
Out the corner of my eye
G   (no chord)
Did you see that?

(Chorus)
D                    A
Every star up in the sky
                        Em
Has got your name on it tonight
                                  G
And they don&#146;t stand a chance like I know I dont
D                                        A
 And girl you can&#146;t tell me that you can&#146;t see



                             Em
The kind of spell you put on me
                             G
You gotta know just what you do
                        D
Even the stars fall for you
     A                     Em              G                  D
(wah-oh oh oh, wo oh oh oh,  wah-oh oh oh, wo oh oh   o-o-ooh)
                                Even the   stars fall for you
        A                  Em                 G
(wah-oh oh oh, wo oh oh oh,  wah-oh oh oh, wo oh oh o-o-ooh)

(Verse)
D         A                Em
So make a wish and make it fast
       G                  D
I just want this thing to last
&#145;             A                Em
Cause heaven knows it falling hard
G   (no chord)
And I&#146;m not the only one

(Chorus)
D                    A 
Every star up in the sky
                        Em
Has got your name on it tonight
                                  G
And they don&#146;t stand a chance like I know I dont
D                                        A
 And girl you can&#146;t tell me that you can&#146;t see
                             Em
The kind of spell you put on me
                             G
You gotta know just what you do
                        D
Even the stars fall for you

(Bridge)
G       D               A
I never counted on your touch
                      G
Making me want you so much
        D                     A
I never dreamed of your sweet lips
                        Em
Could make me feel like this

(instrumental)
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Em  G  D  Bm
yeah, nothing like this, so good

(Chorus-out)
(no chord)
Every star up in the sky

Has got your name on it tonight

And they don&#146;t stand a chance like I know I dont
D                                        A
 And girl you can&#146;t tell me that you can&#146;t see
                               Em
The kind of spell you put on me
&#145;                                   G
Cause you gotta know just what you do
(no chord)              D
Even the stars fall for you
         A                 Em              G              D
(wah-oh oh oh, wo oh oh oh,  wah-oh oh oh, wo oh oh   o-o-ooh)
                                Even the   stars fall for you
        A                  Em                 G           D
(wah-oh oh oh, wo oh oh oh,  wah-oh oh oh, wo oh oh   o-o-ooh)
                                Even the   stars fall for you
        A                  Em              G                     D
(wah-oh oh oh, wo oh oh oh,  wah-oh oh oh, wo oh oh          o-o-ooh)
                                                here they come now
        A                  Em              G                  D
(wah-oh oh oh, wo oh oh oh,  wah-oh oh oh, wo oh oh   o-o-ooh)


